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"Wash your hands!" It sounds straightforward, but it isn't. An 

observational study of more than 3,000 people found 10% left public toilets 

without washing their hands at all and even if they did, 33% didn't use soap. 

This matters because, unfortunately, we can't resist touching our faces, 

allowing viruses to spread easily from our hands to our noses and mouths, 

where they can get into the body. Researchers in Brazil and the US found that 

we touch surfaces in public spaces an average of 3. 3 times an hour and we 

touch our mouths or noses about 3.6 times an hour. 

B: straightforward FIflljttd: 

Ctf:jA : Hammond, C. (2017). Are you washing and drying your hands wrong? BBe 

http://www.bbc.com/future/ story /201 70519-does-it -ma tter-how-you-wash-and-dry-your -hands 
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The great Russian writer Leo Tolstoy begins his novel Anna Karenina by 

declaring that all happy families are alike but an unhappy family is unhappy in 

its own way. Tolstoy is saying that people who are happy are similar because 

happiness is a state without much variation or range. A look at language will 

confirm this claim. The number of words we have for negative emotions is far 

in excess of those for positive ones, reflecting the fact that there are many 

more ways for things to go wrong in life than for things to go right. In fact, 

there seems to be no end to the variety and depth of negative feelings events 

in the world can cause: worry, anxiety, fear, anger, rage, doubt. envy, sadness. 

despair, disgust - and the list goes on. 
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But language and emotion are out of balance in a more fundamental way: 

the former is digital, the latter analogue. In language we have to say or write 

one word after the other; however, we can feel mixtures of emotions all at the 

same time. Sometimes these mixtures can seem to contradict each other: 

another great Russian writer, Anton Chekhov, famously often wrote directions 

in his plays for actors to speak with "laughter through tears." 

When we speak face to face, our tone of voice places analogue emotions 

"onto" our digital words. At the same time, emotions also affect our face and 

body movements. To decide if a speaker means what they are saying, research 

shows that listeners rely less on the words that are spoken and more on these 

emotional components of communication in the speaker's voice and body. 

Research also shows that words lie more easily than emotions do. 

This is the logic behind the creation of the polygraph, a machine which 

tries to detect lies by measuring changes in the body that are influenced by our 

emotions such as increases in blood pressure, sweat, and our pulse rate. But 

polygraphs, which are correct 60 per cent of the time, are only 5 per cent more 

accurate than human lie detectors. According to Dr. Sophie van der Zee, a lie 

detector expert at the University of Cambridge, the problem with the polygraph 

is that people taking polygraph tests do not experience the same emotions. 

Some people, even if they are telling the truth, may feel anxiety or stress just 

as they might when taking any kind of test. Others may become excited by 

the challenge of fooling the lie detector itself! In fact, in a polygraph test, a 

practiced liar will likely have better control over their emotions than truth

tellers. 

Until recently, written communication had few resources for conveying 

emotional information compared to face-to-face communication. However, the 

Internet has found a way to make emotion "digitaL" too, thus making digital 

written communication much more effective in conveying emotion. This radical 

improvement has been brought about by emoji. 
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Invented in Japan in the late 1990s and used in the world's first Internet

enabled mobile phones, emoji, whose name combines the Japanese words for 

"picture" and "written character," are what we call ideograms in English. (An 

ideogram is a symbol that resembles a physical object.) Emoji also have the 

capacity to communicate emotional information thanks to their roots in 19th

century Japanese manga, which used a familiar stock of symbols to express 

certain emotions. Thus, for example, a drop of sweat on a manga character's 

forehead would indicate they were nervous or afraid. 

According to Professor Vyv Evans, it is estimated that 6 billion emoji are 

sent around the world every day and around 70 per cent of them are emotion

based. Of these, a face crying with laughter is one of the most common emoji 

in current use. In fact, the Oxford English Dictionary named this emoji their 

"word" for 2015 in their annual "Word of the Year" choice. Perhaps only Anton 

Chekhov would not have been surprised. 

11. Leo Tolstoy confirmed his claim that happy people resemble each other by 

comparing how many words language has for positive and negative emotions. 

12. Each individual negative event a person experiences will cause them to 

feel one single emotion. 

13. Listeners judge if a person's words are genuine by assessing the tone of 

voice and body movements that accompany them. 

14. The inventors of the polygraph assumed that liars' blood pressure would 

increase when they said something untrue. 

15. Polygraphs are better than humans at detecting lies because polygraphs 

can distinguish the different emotions test-takers are experiencing. 

16. Someone who lies a lot probably has more chance of passing a polygraph 

test than an anxious truth-teller. 

17. The Internet has changed the way we feel emotions by making them 

digital. 
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18. Emoji help us to express emotions effectively when we communicate using 

the Internet. 

19. Part of the word emoji is derived from the English word "emotion." 

20. Only Anton Chekhov was unsurprised to find out that the Oxford English 

Dictionary had chosen the emoji of a face crying with laughter as its "Word 

of the Year" for 2015. 
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(a) If you are ( ) your health problem, contact your family doctor first. 

L concerned about 2. anxious about 

3. cared about 4. aware of 

(b) He tried very hard, but all he did ( ) . 

L was for nothing 2. came to nothing 

3. was in vain 4. was onto no purpose 

(c) ), it's much cheaper to buy a larger bottle than a small one. 

L Ultimately 2. In the end 

3. In the long run 4. In short 

(d) Why don't you ( ) the university library to write your paper? 

L take advantage of 2. make use of 

3. avail yourself of 4. make the most of 

(e) The police officers tried to stop the man, but he ( ) . 

L escaped 2. got away 3. ran away 4. made off 

(f) The boy did not ) pressure from his friends, and fought for justice. 

L come to 2. yield to 3. submit to 4. give in to 

(g) We should not ( ) people because of who they are. 

L look down on 2. despise 3. disrespect 4. talk down 
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(11) His remarks at the meeting ( 

1. brought about 

3. caused 

) few complaints. 

2. happened 

4. gave rise to 
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A • B • 
(a) es-tab-lish-ment 1. in-dus-try 2. me-di-um 

3. hu-man-i-ty 4. mem-o-ry 

5. sus-pi-cious 

(b) ex-clu-sive-Iy 1. re-eruit 2. ef-fi-cien-ey 

3. ef -f ee-tive 4. es-ti-mate 

5. e-Iee-trie-i-ty 

(c) sub-se-quent -ly 1. as-so-ci-ate 2. eel-e-brate 

3. eon-sume 4. ad-jee-tive 

5. sub-sti-tute 

(d) phe-nom-e-non 1. ex-pe-ri-enee 2. def-i-nite-Iy 

3. i-den-ti-eal 4. mo-nop-o-Iy 

5. fre-quen-ey 

(e) op-po-site 1. il-Ie-gal 2. vol-un-tar-y 

3. pre-vi-ous-Iy 4. me-ehan-i-eal 

5. pro-hib-it 

(f) an-ees-tor 1. ad-min-is-tra-tive 2. man-u-f ae-ture 

3. re-frig-er-a-tor 4. re-gion-al 

5. ge-og-ra-phy 
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( a ) ( b ) ( c ) this new technology is ( d ) ( e ) 

f ) in further development and expansion of our business. 

1. leading 2. to 3. additional 4. certain 

5. in 6. investment 7. result 

B. 0~Jill9:0)~WH=~ G T, ~&$?--rI;t~G ~~~i~iQ)~lt Gn TPt~o 
There was a ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) on in the committee d) 

( e ) ( f ) the construction of the park. 

1. as 2. heated 3. postpone 4. going 

5. debate 6. delaying 7. to 

C. M~~.~9~Qo)~, ~~.~.'5;:c~o 

Too a) ( b ) ( c ) borrowed money is ( d ) ( e ) 

f ). 

1. depend 

5. much 

2. the most 

6. on 

3. dependence 

7. he hates 

4. what 

D. :ft,q t= c :::> T1~t= td: G td: ~ w) td: G, ..:cO)If:z ij I t= t;t;i:~iQVd: ~ ~o 

That deal won't ( a ) ( b ) unless it ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ). 

1. sense 

5. favor 

2. our 

6. works 
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7. not 

4. make 
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When Japanese people meet and exchange greetings, they tend to mention 

something about the weather and the particular season. In other words, 

instead of saying, "How are you doing?" they say, for example, "Hi, it's really 

looking like spring today, isn't it?" On TV and the radio, announcers often 

begin what they have to say with a few words related to the season. Also, 

because Japan has four distinct seasons, it was and still is considered polite to 

put some seasonal description into daily conversation, even if it is just a few 

words. 

(t!:\Jtl! : Yamakuse, Y. & Warriner, D. (2010). The history, religion and pride 0/ Japan. Tokyo: 

me Publishing t:tll;-::J<J 

(II] ~O)~)(O)~FJT( A ) ~ ( F ) ~!!I!66go)f=fib~~tJ:bO)~rO) 1 ~ 9 

O)rpi,) G~lJ, ..:cO)*i%~llcA it eto 

On his ninth birthday, Bart Weetjens was given a hamster for a present, 

and he was so fond of it that he used to ( A ) . Bart gave his hamster 

another to play with. Soon, he had a lot of hamsters, and, realizing that they 

were quite easy to breed, he started selling them back to the pet shop. With 

the money he earned, he was also able to buy and keep other types of rodents, 

and acquired a good knowledge of their behaviors. 

After graduating from university, Bart was working as a product engineer, 

designing various things only to make profit, but he wasn't really happy with 

his job. He didn't really ( B ). One day he saw Princess Diana on TV 

drawing popular attention to 1andmines, still one of the world's most tragic 

issues. Thousands of innocent people are killed or seriously injured by 
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landmines each year, and the threat of landmines keeps people away from their 

villages and prevents them from living normal lives. 

Bart decided to work on the landmine problem affecting people in Africa 

and began to consider possible ways of solving it. Usually, landmines were 

detected and removed by humans using metal detectors. But this is so slow, 

expensive, and dependent on experts' knowledge that thousands of acres of 

land still remain dangerous and useless. So there is a strong need ( C ) . 

Searching for a new solution, Bart came across an article on the ability of 

rats to identify the smell of explosives. This allowed him to combine his 

investigation of landmines with his knowledge of rodents from childhood. He 

finally came up with the idea that rats could be trained to find landmines. He 

founded a non-profit organization, APOPO, with his friends in 1997, and has 

been training African giant rats, which are easily obtainable locally and can be 

used instead of ( D ). APOPO calls them HeroRA Ts. 

HeroRATs' sense of smell is much better than dogs', and they are much 

lighter and less likely to ( E ) . They're trained to identify the smell of 

landmine materials. When they detect it and point their noses directly at the 

ground, they are given food as a reward. They quickly learn the process and 

repeat it to get more food. This method is so efficient that a team with a 

HeroRAT can process 100 square meters within half an hour, while it would 

take two days if a human with a metal detector did this. Clearing landmines 

with HeroRATs has proved to be highly successful, enabling lots of people to 

return to their villages and to live their lives ( F ) . 

it rodent(s) (:t-;{2., ry-lT;f, I) At~cO)Hf-:J1IDmO)JJJ!j"o/J 

landmine (s) :t-!h~ 

metal detector (s) ~~f*9:!J~ 
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tuberculosis/) 

1. dangerous landmines buried in the earth 

2. in search of any landmines 

3. expensive technologies imported from abroad 

4. without fearing any landmines 

5. feel like he was doing good in the world 

6. to continue to use only this method 

7. explode a landmine by accident when walking over it 

8. secretly take it to school, until his teacher found it 

9. to solve this problem more efficiently 
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me know the truth. (a) Paul never 

1. let 2. got 3. told 

(b) Help some apples. 

1. yourself at 2. you on 3. yourself in 

4. permitted 

4. yourself to 

(c) more patience, you could have overcome the difficulty. 

1. Unless 2. With 

3. If you were 4. If you had been 

(d) Susan is better off than she was ten years ago. 

1. such 2. very 3. far 4. lot 

(e) The thought of giving up never to me. 

1. imagined 2. hit 3. occurred 4. struck 

(f) We have two dolls here. You may choose of them. 

1. that 2. either 3. the other 4. this 

(g) Could you tell me to open the bottle with? 

1. what 2. how 3. why 4. where 

(hJ Anybody can enjoy yoga, and your age makes absolutely no __ _ 

1. idea 2. problem 3. importance 4. difference 
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(a) curtain 

1. worker 2. farther 3. heart 4. calm 

(b) mobile -
1. gl£ve 2. oven 3. soar 4. loaf -

(c) impr~ssive 

1. appr~ciate 2. declare 3. leather 4. repair 

(d) steer 

1. defeat 2. stare 3. clear 4. treaty 

(e) studio 

1. war 2. basis 3. utter 4. numerous - - -

(f) s!gnature 

1. dye 2. liberal 3. disguise 4. br!ght -
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A. ~O) C 2: 6. :fIG /;( f;:t~Fa9.ffl ~ 500 7J P1 ~Il G td: 'tnfitd: G td: v) 0) t20 

As ( a ) ( b ) ( c ). we need to ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) 

five million yen. 

1. turns 2. by 

5. annual costs 6. cuts 

3. reduce 

7. it 

4. out 

B. tJ ~ I-' f;:t..:cO)#iij ~. ~JTflO)1:~;QIHJ~JE~ ~ n LV) g :J:ffi}PlTt2: C ~B)j G t~o 

The guide described the lake ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) new species 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ) each year. 

1. being 

5. as 

2. which 

6. where 

3. a place 4. are 

7. discovered 

c. ..:cO)griOOf;:t. ~1TM f=;t t2:M~7*9 ~ ~ F,,9Jj!Jj;Qlv) < -:J;Q'65 go 

There are some problems yet ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) the 

project before it is ( e ) ( f ) . 

1. be 2. put 3. should 4. into practice 

5. with 6. solved 7. to 

D. llc~Bf;:t. ~*~:mP)~gt~~'""C;:!i)gclPJa~,=. ~~HI~o)2:c~~;Zg~~f= 

tJ td: go 

Anniversaries 

( e ) ( f ). 

1. as 

5. to 

a ) ( b ) to look ahead ( c ) ( d ) 

2. look back 

6. as well 
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3. also 

7. an opportunity 

4. provide 
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England has a lot of beautiful countryside, but there are many problems 

for the environment. Factories, vehicles and modern farming can make the air, 

rivers and the sea dirty, and this is bad for plants and wildlife. Many animals 

also lose their homes when forests are cut down or land is taken for building 

houses. People believe that global warming is bringing new problems to the 

countryside too. It is because of these dangers to the environment that the 

national parks of England were established, and there are many organizations 

that work to keep the English countryside protected. 

U:!:\J;!4 : Bladon, R. (2012). England. London: MacMillan ':£":1 <) 

(II] ~O)~::X:O)~PJT( A )~( F )~ffi!66~O)~=J&:e~~td::eO)~~O) 1 ~ 9 

O)$~Gm~ ~O).~~~A~~o 

Drug companies have been looking for a magic pill, and along the way, 

they've made a funny discovery. In studies, researchers testing new diet drugs 

always have a placebo group. Some patients get the test drug, while others 

get pills called placebos, without any active ingredients. Because the placebos 

look exactly like the real pills, no one, not even the doctors, knows ( A ) . 

The goal is to separate the effects of the new drug from the testing process. 

As expected, some of the new drugs work and others fail, but here's the 

strangest finding: people in the placebo groups always lose weight. In a study 

on the effectiveness of the new diet pill Xenical. for instance, more than 25 % 

in the placebo group lost at least ten pounds. How can we explain this result? 

Is there something magical about it? Of course not. But here's the trick: while 

those who take the placebo aren't using drugs, they are keeping track of their 

weight and ( B ) than usual. 
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So perhaps it's just an awareness of eating and the keeping of records that 

helps those in the placebo group lose weight. This may also be the "secret" 

behind the success of some strange diets that promote, for example, eating 

only food of a certain color (but "as much as you want") on a certain day. 

C ) of gaining weight control. 

A similar result comes from another line of research. While recognizing 

that most dieters fail to keep weight off, one study interviewed people who had 

succeeded in long-term weight loss. One behavior that these success stories 

had in common was monitoring eating habits without severe dieting. These 

people don't starve themselves, but like the placebo group in drug studies, they 

are continually careful about what ( D ) . 

Beyond keeping track, another simple method can help. Consider this: on 

the way to a dinner party, Jay forced himself to eat three plain bagels. He 

knew there would be all sorts of delicious but super high-calorie foods at the 

dinner. He especially feared the rich cheese stuff he knew he'd want. By 

eating the bagels, ( E ) with a minimum of fat calories and had much more 

power of will when attracted by "dangerous" foods. 

Successful weight loss requires planning what sorts of food you eat and 

following that plan. When we try to reduce the number of calories we eat, our 

genetic systems fight us every step of the way. We can, however, much more 

easily win the battle over the type of calories we consume. By eating boring 

bagels, Jay followed his plan to eat only low-fat foods. This ability to choose 

F ) may seem minor, but it can be central to controlling just how many 

calories we actually take in. 

7± placebo (~O)I@;*~it~~:1t:bng){~~ 

bagel '" - Jf)v 

(tI:\!Jt\ : Burnham, T. & Phelan,]. (2000). Mean genes. New York: Penguin USA ,:J;'5 <) 
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1. careful monitoring of one's diet is an essential component 

2. severe dieting may not be bad for our health 

3. which patients are getting the test drug 

4. he decreased his desire to eat 

5. are more aware of what they eat 

6. we can't simply stay hungry 

7. goes in their mouths 

8. the exact solution will be different for each person 

9. the type of calories we consume 
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(a) Did you feel the floor last night? 

1. shake 2. to shake 3. shook 4. shakes 

(b) An elbow injury made continue playing in the tennis match. 

1. her impossible that she 2. her impossible to 

3. impossible for her to 4. it impossible for her to 

(e) In order to avoid mistakes in your report, it is good to check your 

information before you hand it in. 

1. make 2. making 3. to make 4. to be made 

(d) Look at that mountain, the summit 

round. 

is covered with snow all year 

1. of which 2. in which 

(e) I must have my homework 

1. finished 2. finishing 

(f) He has twice I have. 

3. which 

by tomorrow. 

3. finish 

1. as much books as 2. many books 

3. as many books as 4. books 

(g) Tom his mother, but not his father. 

1. resembles to 2. resembles 

4. that 

4. for finishing 

3. is resembling to 4. is resembling with 
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(h) They were unable to provide 

1. many informations 2. an information 

3. much information 4. a lot of informations 
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II. bi-ol-o-gy 12. spir-i-tu-al 13. of-fi-cial 

14. con-sti-tute 15. com-mit-tee 16. sig-nif-i-cant 

17. in-ter-est 18. in-de-pend-ent 19. pol-i-tics 

20. con-tem-po-rar-y 2I. e-vent 22. de-moc-ra-cy 

23. rec-om-mend 24. o-rig-i-nal 25. or-i-gin 

26. ex-treme 27. suc-cess-ful 28. in-tro-duce 

29. sur-vive 30. con-cen-trate 
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A. C'/vtJ:A r139 ,:::tJ:Q ;Q)~:1JrPJ-::5~t Q C V '.I '5 ,~--r, r{~O)~fJJO)~iFf;t C l:tm 

~--r ct> Q 0 

Children's first few years are ( a ) ( b ) ( C ) III shaping 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ) become. 

1. important 2. person 

4. significance 5. considerable 

7. of 

3. what kind of 

6. they 

B. ~f;t, ct>tJ:t.= 0)~1: B ~~n l (,,'.It.=:: C --r ct>tJ:t.=;Q) G ~p~ ~ nQ :: C O)tJ: V '.I 

J: '5 t:::, § (,,'.I~~~;Z1±\9;Q):t Gn~it/Vo 

He may invent excuses ( a ) ( b ) ( C ) him ( d ) 

( e ) ( f ). 

1. your birthday 

4. so 

7. you won't 

2. criticize 

5. forgetting 

3. that 

6. for 

C. ~tt1J~9 Q:: C f;tC''5 :t**{±1Jcf;t}il:;tbn lV'.ltJ:V'.lJ: '5 tl..o C V '.I '5 O):t 

:: n;Q!tft\tO)tt1JO),~J!~ t:::tJ: tJ, .:en EH~~ G < l, < -:) 0 V'.ltl..~7tt:::tJ:n 

Q;Q) G tl..o 

Working in the gardens doesn't seem to ( a ) ( b ) ( C ) 

( d ) as it's a change from our day-to-day job and it's enjoyable and 

relaxing in its ( e ) ( f ) . 

1. own 

5. real 

2. count 

6. way 

-7-

3. itself 

7. work 

4. as 
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Though gradually changing, Japan is ( a ) ( b ) a "silent culture" 

and people ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) others are thinking, even if 

they don't say it. 

1. what 2. to 3. more 4. know 

5. rather than 6. tend 7. of 
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A TV magazine in Britain recently carried out a survey of the viewing 

habits of the nation, and the results are sometimes predictable and sometimes 

surprising. The findings are interesting but full of contradictions. For 

example, in 40% of the homes that took part in the survey the television is on 

for more than six hours a day, but only 12% admit watching it for that length 

of time. 

Ctl:lJ!!l : Marmo, M. & Backhouse, B.B. (2008). Media wars. New York: McGraw Hill t:J;'J <) 

cn] *0)~)(O)pq~C-g.3&9~:t0)~~0) 11~20 O)~i6\G[9-::J~U, .:c0)*i%~ 

BCA it J.:o 

The third largest city in America, Chicago displays its famous architecture 

along the shore of Lake Michigan, third largest of the Great Lakes. The city 

has some of the tallest buildings in the world, as well as many leading 

universities and museums. But Chicago people have always seen their 

hometown differently than fashionable cities like New York or Los Angeles. 

They see a city of working people, people without much money but with plenty 

of dreams. The novels of the famous Chicago writer Nelson Algren are full of 

men and women with big problems and big desires. But one of the most 

interesting such people was not an Algren character but a real man named 

George Wellington Streeter. 

Like Algren, Streeter was born not in Chicago but in Michigan. He 

worked as a salesman, and did hard labor in forests and mines. and finally 

sailed his boat to Chicago in the 1880s with his second wife, in search of a 

better life. One night in 1886, according to legend, a violent storm trapped his 
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boat in the sand about 140 meters from the Chicago shore. The next morning, 

sitting on his broken boat, he had an idea. 

The city was just being rebuilt after a terrible fire, and ships cleaning up 

from the fire were dropping dirt and old bricks into the lake. Streeter invited 

them to empty their loads around his boat. Soon he had his own island, and 

before long it was connected to the city. He began selling the land to poor 

people, who happily built their own shacks there. 

One man who was not happy was N.K. Fairbank, the rich owner of a big 

soap company. Fairbank had lived on the shore with beautiful views until 

Streeter's new town suddenly separated him from the lake. When Fairbank 

came to tell him to leave, Streeter chased him away with a gun. When 

policemen came to Streeter's house, his wife leaned out of an upstairs window 

and poured pots of hot water on their heads. Then Fairbank took Streeter to 

court, where he was sure he would win. But Streeter found an old government 

map that showed the boundaries of Chicago, and of course his new town was 

not inside the line: it was part of the lake. Streeter argued that his territory 

was not part of Chicago, and so it was beyond the reach of the city's laws too. 

Amazingly, the judge agreed. 

Even when Fairbank began winning in court, Streeter kept control of his 

territory, inviting more and more poor people to fill Fairbank's lake view with 

their shacks. In 1902 Fairbank hired a gang to attack Streeter's house at 

night, and in the morning the gang leader was dead. Streeter was sent to 

prison, and finally died in 1921 at the age of 84. Even though the city would 

eventually claim his land from his family, the mayor of Chicago went to his 

funeral, and it is easy to believe that he saw Streeter not as a simple criminal 

but as a champion of the poor and homeless. 

The true story, which most people do not know, is not quite so 

heartwarming. Streeter did not crash his boat by accident (the weather 

reports from that night in 1886 do not mention a storm), and never believed he 
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had a legal right to the land he created. His real plan was to complicate the 

land claims of rich men like Fairbank until they paid him to go away. When 

they did not, he sold poor people land that he did not really own, and for years 

he collected tax on it too. His legend as a fighter against the rich is a better 

reflection of Chicago's self-image than the real George Streeter. And yet in 

one way he really did beat his enemy: the territory he created is called 

Streeterville today. It is a wealthy and fashionable district, with the third

tallest apartment building in the world standing on the former site of Streeter's 

home. Only one street in the neighborhood is named after N.K. Fairbank. 

a: shack m*t~tj\~ 

boundary mw 

11. Nelson Algren never had much money, but he always had big plans. 

12. Both born in Michigan, Nelson Algren and George Streeter moved to 

Chicago together. 

13. In 1886, Streeter's boat sank in the lake about 140 meters from the shore. 

14. Streeter used the cleanup from a big city fire to his advantage. 

15. N.K. Fairbank was forced to move away when Streeter made his territory. 

16. Because someone made a mistake when they drew the government map of 

Chicago, Streeter was able to win in court. 

17. At first, the judge agreed with Streeter that his territory was outside 

Chicago, but his legal situation grew more difficult as time went on. 

18. The territory Streeter created is no longer owned by the Streeter family. 

19. Streeter tends to be remembered as a fighter for the poor against the rich. 

20. At the time it was built, George Streeter's apartment was one of the tallest 

buildings around. 
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(a) she is wrong. 

1. Both he and 2. Neither he nor 

3. Together he or 4. Either he and 

(b) Her parents will not approve of her a non-Christian. 

1. marrying 2. marrying to 

3. married 4. marrying with 

(c) It was in Cairo we first met. 

1. which 2. where 

3. there 4. how 

(d) Put flowers 

1. along with 

3. next to 

a window so that they will get enough light. 

2. front of 

4. beside with 

(e) some animals came to walk on land is still unknown. 

1. How 2. Since 

3. What 4. While 

(f) Because water in the desert. there are few trees. 

1. little there is 2. being there little 

3. there is little 4. there being 
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(g) In Western countries, making noise while eating rude. 

1. considered 

3. considers 

2. is considering 

4. is considered 

(h) You should shake hands firmly, but not so strongly 

the other person. 

1. as to 2. that 

3. which 4. what 

cause pain to 
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II. ben-e-fit 12. vol-un-teer 13. ig-no-rant 

14. tech-nol-o-gy 15. dis-ci-pline 16. fa-tigue 

17. con-sti-tu-tion-al 18. nec-es-sar-y 19. in-dus-tri-al 

20. lit -er-a -ture 2I. pres-i-den-tial 22. dep-u-ty 

23. tra-di-tion 24. in-tro-duc-tion 25. hun-gry 

26. ob-tain 27. rep-re-sent -a -tive 28. sin-cere-ly 

29. con-ti-nen-tal 30. com-pe-ti-tion 
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Take the first step, and keep ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) 

( e ) ( f ) your goal. 

1. in front of 

5. by 

2. one foot 

6. you reach 

3. putting 

7. until 

4. the other 

B. ~td:Q~ X. c*I,~~t-f-:J -C ~)Q A~d:~, {ilJiJ)~~-C~ Q:t 0) ~t-¥ -:J -C~) Qo 

People ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) all have ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) . 

1. who 2. to 3. something 4. contribute 

5. different 6. with 7. thoughts and experiences 

c. flJ;:tJO)~;:tcl1.iciJ)jz,¢.(~t~tilli~nQ;: c~:fl&~-C®Qo 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) are sensitive about ( d ) ( e ) 

f ) out. 

1. having 

5. most 

2. of 

6. pointed 

3. our defects 

7. almost 

4. us 

They have different opinions about ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) animals 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ). 

1. in 2. be 3. should 4. which 

5. how 6. raised 7. the conditions 
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In the twentieth century, the car became very popular in the USA, when it 

gave people the freedom to travel more easily. But as the number of cars 

grew, the number of problems grew, too. Now, scientists and engineers are 

looking for ways to improve cars so that there is less pollution, fewer car 

crashes, and fewer cars on the roads. For example, engineers are working on 

building more technologically advanced electric cars. 

U:I:lJlll : Degnan-Veness, C. & Veness, C. (2013). The United States of America. London: 

MacMillan f:ti!; -j < 1 
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Writing a novel is a great deal of hard work, but it is not really very 

interesting to talk about. At least that is usually true. But there are a few 

novels with fascinating origin stories, and one of those is also one of the most 

important novels in literature. 

Mary W ollstonecraft Godwin was born in 1797. Her parents were both 

well-known British philosophers and writers of many kinds of books, including 

political writing, travel books, mysteries, children's books, history books, and 

more. Her mother, Mary W ollstonecraft, was one of the earliest British 

writers to propose that women and men should have equal rights. She died 

when she was only 38 years old, shortly after her daughter Mary was born. 

Little Mary was raised by her father, William Godwin, who married again 

in 180l. His new wife was very different from Mary's mother, and Mary never 

came to like her. But although Mary never went to school, her father provided 
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her with an advanced education, and she was known as an intelligent child, 

eager for knowledge. Many famous artists, intellectuals, and politicians came 

to visit Godwin's home; one of them was a great English poet, Percy Shelley, 

who was in an unhappy marriage. When he and Mary met, they fell in love, 

but Mary's father did not want Mary to be with a married man. In 1814, when 

Mary was only 16 years old and Percy was 22, they ran away to France 

together. 

They traveled together and had a son, and in the spring of 1816 Mary and 

Percy, with Mary's sister Claire, stayed together in a rented house beside Lake 

Geneva in Switzerland. They were joined by another great poet, Lord Byron. 

1816 was known as the "Year without a Summer"; the cold and rain were 

caused by the huge explosion of a volcano in Asia. Because of the bad 

weather, the group stayed indoors most of the time, and they entertained 

themselves by telling German ghost stories. Lord Byron challenged the others 

to come up with their own original ghost stories. Mary wanted to write one, 

but for weeks she could not think of a story. Then, one night in the summer, 

the group of friends had a conversation about recent discoveries in electricity 

and how it might help bring a dead person back to life. 

Late that night, unable to sleep, Mary had a "waking dream," as she called 

it. She finally found the inspiration for her story, one about a scientist who 

gives life to a dead body through the use of electricity. Although the story she 

had imagined frightened her, she began writing it, and she described this 

writing as the time "when I first stepped out from childhood into life." Mary 

was only 18 years old, but she had begun writing the novel that would be titled 

Frankenstein. 

At first she only thought it would be a short story, but Frankenstein grew 

into a long novel. When her sister Fanny committed suicide later that year, 

Mary dealt with her sadness by writing, and Percy, whose own wife died that 

year, married her and encouraged her to finish the book. Mary Shelley's first 
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and most famous novel was published on New Year's Day 1818, exactly two 

centuries ago this year. 

Frankenstein considers the dangers of going too far with science. Mary 

wrote it in a period when science was becoming an important but confusing 

part of modern culture, and therefore it was a time when people were worried 

about what changes science might bring to the world. As such, many people 

today consider it not only to be a beautifully written horror novel, but also the 

first science-fiction novel. While some people today believe that science-fiction 

stories are usually written by men, in fact many of the most important writers 

of science fiction have been women. Mary Shelley'S novel continues to be read 

by millions of people all over the world, translated into a wide range of 

languages, and it has been the source of many movies, comic books, and even 

computer games. Mary Shelley's influence continues to affect the world long 

after her death in 1851. 

B: volcano 1<. LlJ 

11. Writing a novel is usually a fascinating topic for discussion. 

12. Mary's mother believed that women should be given the same rights as 

men. 

13. Mary did not go to school but grew up being educated at home. 

14. Mary ran away because she wanted to go to school in France. 

15. In Switzerland, the group of friends told ghost stories outside at night, 

under the beautiful stars. 

16. Mary challenged the others to tell the most frightening ghost story 

because she wanted ideas for her novel. 

17. To create a great novel, Mary used an idea that frightened her. 

18. After both Mary's sister and Percy's wife killed themselves, Mary stopped 

writing for a year. 
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19. Mary's novel predicted a future in which science would bring important 

changes to benefit society. 

20. Mary's novel has been popular and influential for two hundred years. 
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(a) We apologize that some expressions in our advertisement were 

( 1. confuse 2. to confuse 3. confusing 4. confused) to the reader. 

(b) Police ( 1. say 2. says 3. has said 4. saying) a young man has 

been arrested for stealing his girlfriend's purse on their first date. 

(c) This medicine has shown great (1. important 2. promise 

3. possible 4. hoping) as a new treatment for the disease. 

(d) The bus is running (1. late 2. after 3. delayed 4. behind) 

schedule this morning due to heavy rain. 

(e) Feeling that someone needs you ( 1. as many 2. as much 3. for 

long 4. for such) as you need them is priceless. 

(f) There is some doubt about the document ( 1. which 2. that 3. on 

which 4. for that) his opinion is based. 

(g) Before leaving town, he came ( 1. to house 2. from 3. at 4. by) 

to say farewell. 

(h) We had better ( 1. pay close 2. pay closely 3. to pay close 4. to 

pay closely) attention to what they say. 
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eN] ~O)(a)-(f)O)'~HJl.o)~o) -j~, :it't5~ < JEtr9 QtritnO)flz:ilii6~ftl12::~td:Q:t 0) 

~~Q.~~~o).~~, 9~T~C.~~6~~A~~o 

(a) 1. ef-fort 

4. in-stant 

(b) 1. fa-mil-iar 

4. re-li-gion 

(c) 1. em-bar-rass 

4. i-de-al 

(d) 1. man-i-fest 

4. ob-vi-ous 

(e) 1. a-gree 

4. vol-ume 

(f) 1. aI-low 

4. con-trol 

2. e-qual 

5. cer-tain 

2. ro-man-tic 

5. de-li-cious 

2. con-se-quence 

5. con-sid-er 

2. at-mo-sphere 

5. def-i-nite 

2. ne-glect 

5. through-out 

2. gui-tar 

5. pref-ace 

-6-

3. mes-sage 

3. hes-i-tate 

3. en-deav-or 

3. jour-nal-ist 

3. pa-rade 

3. ca-reer 
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[V] ~O)B:<fs:)(O):\lt,*~{~;z.Qet'5L=~)(o)( a )~( f )O)~too~ 1 ~ 7 0) 

~a (1i]) -cffiH6. .:cO)*~~~CA it eto tJ:S. -&!vtJ: v~~a (1i]) iJ~1?rrp~ t: --:::r9J J5 

.Qo 

A. '£;ttl LiJH; ~ 7" ~ -C~. #!lJj:jjI:t~f:\ltB"JtJ:Fi c.:c '5 -ctJ: v~Fi ~ fifl ~7Nt.Q 

~ C iJ~-c ~ .Q 0 

Even ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) of life. babies can ( d ) ( e ) 

f ) unfriendly ones. 

1. the first 2. difference 3. friendly voices 

4. few months 5. distinguish 6. from 

7. in 

B. *JT tA~:1J7t-Cit < iJ) G O)rp~@t:Jf;UHJltl' t: 1:t~~iJ~'£\~-C J5.Q iJ~. 1~.Q ~ 0) 

l:tt::v~.A...!lJ*~v~-CJ56 '50 

( a ) ( b ) courage ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) a new 

way. but the reward will be tremendous. 

1. m 2. it 3. to 4. necessary 

5. takes 6. approach 7. an old problem 

c. B:<fs:t:{:ttl'71-00At:C"JL. }v-LJ<1' r-iJ~v~t::'J. ~JiC*~~:ff9.Q~ 

C l:t~ G v~ ~ C -c1:ttJ: v~o 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ). it is ( e ) ( f ) to have a 

roommate or share a house with friends. 

1. in Japan 

5. not 

2. uncommon 

6. living 

-7-

3. foreigners 4. who 

7. for 
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D. ~~C'f:t, *{tf:j'j\Ifi\~QMf=:, ~~gj'j\~ttS9tJ:~mX:~*fJEC'~Q!\~T:7 

~~~mtA Gt;:o 

The police departments have purchased new high tech equipment that will 

( a ) ( b) c) ( d ) potential threats before incidents 

( e ) ( f ). 

1. place 

5. identify 

2. officers 

6. happen 

-8-

3. allow 

7. to 

4. take 
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X / :2 / : 'I- /:/ , 

A (7)M~i.J{fft:~ (7)t~{} ~ 1 J 
B (7)M~i.J''JIOj\(7)t~{} ------'-

e (7)M~i.J{*Il&(7)t~{} ---------' 

a b 
M 51 52 

X I 4-

a (7)M~i.J{*~(7) 

b (7)M~i.J{+~fJ( 
~A~ 

X(7);{} 

c (7)M~i.J{4'~fJ( W t=l x(7)tBA 

c 
53 

:2 
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Many of us have had dreams and ideas about how to get rich for years. 

But, if it happens, we might be unprepared to handle the sudden change in 

behaviour of those around us. It's not exactly something one spends a lot of 

time thinking about, after all. So when friends begin to act more friendly and 

family members seem to suddenly interfere III your finances or want to be 

more involved in your life, it's a shock. 

(tfjJll\ : Dizik, A. (2016). Loneliness often follows sudden wealth. BBe 

http://www.bbe.eom/eapital!story/20161 0 14-1oneliness-often-follows-sudden-wealth 

~:tll;--j<) 

(n J ~O)~XO)~FJT( A ) - ( F ) ~:f:Joo-'5o)l=fib~~tJbO)~"fO) 1 - 9 

O)~iJ' G~rJ, ..:c0)*i%~t2A it J:o 

The Tour de France started as nothing more than a bicycle race intended 

to sell some newspapers. Even now, the Tour is true to its origins, an event 

that helps to sell tires, shoes, bikes, and even telephones. Yet today, the Tour 

de France is a mix of the dreams of companies who support the race, the 

passion of spectators who gather from all over the world, and the amazing 

performances of world-class athletes who ride in the race. When people 

working for newspapers write about this French sporting event, many note that 

its roots are in the lowest and the highest elements of the human spirit. That 

is why the Tour de France is so fascinating, even for ( A ) in bicycles. 

Over the passing years, the Tour has grown into something much more 

than a sales tool. Many people agree that it is, simply, the greatest athletic 

test in the world. Some experts call this three-week bike race a "Grand Tour", 
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and others have compared races like the Tour de France to difficult pieces of 

classical music that are designed to defeat beginners. These grand tour races 

are too complex for any new spectator to really understand. It is also 

impossible for a newcomer to the sport to win events that take almost a month 

to finish. Even those young men whom newspapers call ( B ) have been 

racing and preparing for many years before their achieving their first victory in 

such grand tour races. 

In some American sports, such as basketball. a young man right out of 

high school, if ( C ), can perform at the highest professional level. You 

will not see that happen in the Tour de France. It is impossible. And the 

athletic challenge is greater than simply requiring a long, difficult physical and 

mental preparation, because the years during which a racer can effectively 

compete for victory in the Tour are very limited. In the last fifty years only 

four men older than thirty-two have been able to win. Only one of the five men 

who have won the Tour five times ( D ) his thirty-second birthday. 

When Americans watch the Tour on television, they are often impressed 

by the toughness and strength of the competitors who ride hard every day in 

the summer heat. Many Americans see the Tour as a purely athletic event, 

whereas Europeans see it in a different light. They ( E ) as battles fought 

on the level of the human spirit. European sports writing reports the race in 

such a way that the pain which the athletes endure becomes something deeper 

than exhausted muscles. This European style of writing shows us certain 

differences in culture and ways of understanding history. Thinking about an 

athletic event such as the Tour de France as a struggle expressing higher 

themes ( F ). 

Ctl:l!l!! : McGann, B. & McGann, C. Chairman Bill's history of the tour de France: Origins and 

early years. McGann Publishing's Bike RaceInfo. 

http://www.bikeraceinfo.com/tdf /tdf % 20 history /tdfhistory 1900.htmlJ 
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1. the new stars of cycling 

2. lifetime fans of cycling with bicycle-related careers 

3. has been able to win after reaching 

4. sells more American newspapers 

5. gives greater interest and depth to the sport 

6. he fights against drug use by racers 

7. people with little interest 

8. he has enough talent 

9. often view the actions of the athletes 
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(mJ ~O)(a)-(h)O)~XO)~tI':::An~O)':::~t>Ji1jJ]tJ:~a(11]) ~~O) 1 - 4 O)q:r;Qlt; 

-~~~.U, ~O).~~~Att~o 

(a) It was the second time that the President ( 

economic development at the Main Hotel. 

) the meeting for 

1. was hosted 2. hosted 

3. hosted by 4. had been hosted 

(b) One of the products that the United States ( ) is beef. 

1. are famous 

3. has which 

2. is famous for 

4. has a famous thing 

(c) If you want to experience shopping at an interesting local market, I 

( ) the Southtown area. 

1. suggest you go to 

3. have suggestion for 

2. make a suggestion to 

4. am suggesting for 

(d) Before their visit to the zoo, the teacher 

what they would do there. 

) to the students about 

1. said 2. was talked 3. spoke 4. had told 

(e) Himeji Castle ( ) a fine example of traditional Japanese architecture. 

1. with regards to 2. had regarded 

3. has been regarding 4. is regarded as 

(f) Although the audience carefully watched the magic trick, no one could 

understand how ( ) . 

1. to be performed 2. it was performing 

3. it had been performed 4. the performance was 
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(g) Whenever there is a classical music concert at that theatre, he ( ) 

attending it. 

1. was looking forward 

3. is looking for 

2. looks forward to 

4. is looking forward 

(11) Could you please ask Mr Black what time ( 

meeting? 

) available for the 

1. he is possible to be 2. will he be 

3. he is planning 4. he expects to be 
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(IVJ J(O)(a)-(fH::s V';'""C. -n~$O)JE1§'I,)\~1±l tA! c fPJ L>t O)::a: 1 - 5 O)r:pl,), G

-:J~tf . .:c0)*~::a:~2A it J:o 

(a) award -
1. fasten 2. w~rship 3. sword 4. aware 5. awake - - -

(b) soap 

1. dawn 2. author 3. stomach 4. novel 5. gh~st 

(c) vehicle -
1. sweat 2. missile 3. business 4. seize 5. guess 

(d) l!vely 

1. guilty 2. t!ny 3. l!ving 4. c~ling 5. techn!que 

(e) p~ 

1. scare 2. gear 3. beard 4. fierce 5. pearl 

(f) theater 

1. breathe 2. weather 3. through 4. clothe 5. though 
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[V] ~O)B*)(O)J@:I!i~{~;tQJ:-5~:, ~)(O)( a )-( f )0)~tl'Il~1-7 

O)~a (/pJ) --r:t!U6, .:cO)*~~Bc},:tt J:o tJ:S, ftbtJ: v)~ (/pJ) iJ~~rp~~: --:)9-:) 

(ji) Q 0 

A. flSH:~ult~n:r~'~:f:l--5 J: -5 ~:, ~R*--r'@::7J--r7EJt~o 

He ran as ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) to the station to ( e ) 

( f ). 

1. catch 

5. he 

2. as 

6. fast 

3. could 4. the best 

7. the train 

B. ~{i7 71' )vO) I) A r- ~:(ji)Q$db~~ Ji **--r~:J!J LV)t~t~~t*9iJ)o 

Could you send us ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) the attached file ( d 

( e ) ( f ) of this month? 

1. till 

5. the 

2. the parts 

6. in 

3. by 

7. end 

4. listed 

C. nmB9:~: -:) v) L J: IJ ~*ffitJ:~~ ~ ;:'~~ (})!$}f:l-Lt, mBJliiJ) E J< - )v--rJj~tJ: 

< ;:'~~~~ v)o 

(a be) to know more about the facilities, please 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ) to contact us by phone or e-mail. 

1. not 2. case 3. do 4. you 

5. hesitate 6. should 7. wish 

D. tt~O)~<O)*H--rAIW~~A~~IJf:l--5~~~, Jj~G9*Q~~-5o 

It won't a) ( b ) ( c ) artificial intelligence is ( d ) 

( e ) ( f ) humans in many areas of society. 

1. competition 

5. before 

2. long 

6.· when 

3. with 

7. III 

-7-

4. be 
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Major airplane manufacturers are now developing the future of flight with 

electric planes and personal flying vehicles. Boeing is one of those companies. 

It recently invested in Zunum Aero, a company working to build electric 

aircraft for commercial flights. Zunum is based in the northwestern U.S. state 

of Washington. It says it is hoping to revolutionize air travel by cutting flight 

times and greatly reducing costs. By the early 2020s, the company plans to 

operate electric aircraft to carry 10 to 15 passengers on trips up to 1,100 

kilometers. It says the cost of such flights could be as low as $25 one way. 

(tf:l!ll!, : Lynn, B. (2017). Future of air travel: electric planes and flying cars. VOA 

https:lllearningenglish.voanews.com/ a I t he-f u tu re-of -flying -will-inc I u de-e lect ric-plan es-a n d -f1ying

cars/3814147.html 1:;lj!;-:J < 1 

eIIJ *0)~)(O)pq~C-g.3&9Q~0)~rO) 11-20 O)J:j:l7'J)GrmJ~V\, .:c0)*i'j-~ 

BCA it J::o 

Misty Copeland is the first African-American principal dancer at the 

American Ballet Theatre CABT), which is recognized as the leading classical 

ballet company in New York City. Her professional dance career as a ballerina 

is so successful now that it might be hard to imagine that her childhood was 

not so privileged. She and her brothers and sisters grew up with a single 

mother whose several failed marriages resulted in financial difficulty. 

Copeland's first formal encounter with dance was on the gym team of her 

middle school. The team's coach noticed her talent and recommended that she 

attend ballet classes taught by Cynthia Bradley at the local dance studio for 

children. Bradley quickly recognized Copeland's natural ability, and, though 
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age 13 was a late start for a serious dance career, Copeland began taking 

classes with Bradley at the ballet school. When her training became more 

intensive, she moved in with Bradley and her family in order to be closer to the 

studio. 

In 1998, at age 15, she won first prize in the ballet category of the Los 

Angeles Music Center Spotlight Awards. That summer she was accepted with 

a full scholarship into the intensive summer program at the San Francisco 

Ballet. That same year a battle over her custody arose between the Bradleys 

and Copeland's mother, who, at that time, was living with her children in a low

cost hotel. Copeland moved back in with her family and began attending high 

school while studying ballet. 

In 2000 Copeland won another full scholarship, this time to the ABTs 

intensive summer program. At the end of the summer, she was invited to join 

the ABT studio company, a selective program for young dancers still in 

training. Soon after, in 2001, she turned professional when she joined the 

ABTs corps de ballet, in which dancers perform as a group with no solo. She 

was the only African-American woman in a group of 80 dancers. Though she 

was challenged by her difference, not only in skin color but also in body 

type - she was always more full-figured than her fellow dancers and was 

regularly reminded about it - she nevertheless climbed the ranks because of 

her exceptional skill. In 2007 she became the company's first African

American female solo dancer in two decades (Anne Benna Sims and Nora 

Kimball had preceded her). She performed as the double lead role in Swan 

Lake, among other extraordinary leading roles. 

Copeland's inspiring story made her a role model and famous in popular 

culture. In 2009 she appeared in a music video for the song "Crimson and 

Clover" by the famous musician Prince. She also performed live with him on 

his tour the following year. She became a strong spokesperson for changing 

the field of ballet and creating access for dancers of varying racial and 
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economic backgrounds. She was involved in the ABT's Project Plie, a program 

(started in 2013) offering training and guidance to dance teachers working in 

racially diverse communities. She published her life story in a book titled Life 

in Motion: An Unlikely Ballerina in 2014, and it became a national bestseller. 

In June 2015 the ABT chose her as its first African-American female 

principal dancer in the company's 75-year history. She had finally won the 

highest position in the ballet company. Her achievement shows that the 

traditional ballet world has gradually begun to change to accept different body 

types and racial groups. 

71. custody ~~fi 

full-figured .$, -:J < G G L V'\ Q 

Ct:I:lJll! : Blumberg, N. (2017). Misty Copeland. Encyclopredia Britannica Online. 

https://www.britannica.com/biography /Misty-Copeland f:J;-:5 < 1 

11. Financial problems were the main reason that Copeland's mother got 

divorced. 

12. Copeland started her career as a professional ballet dancer when she was 

only 13. 

13. Copeland's family moved in with the Bradleys so that she could focus on 

her intensive training. 

14. Copeland's prize for winning the Los Angeles competition was a 

scholarship to join the San Francisco Ballet. 

15. The Bradleys and Copeland's mother fought over Copeland's custody when 

she was 15. 

16. Copeland's physical appearance and other differences did not stop her 

from being a professional ballet dancer. 

17. Anne Benna Sims and Nora Kimball were chosen as solo performers after 

Copeland was chosen as one in 2007. 
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18. Prince contributed to Copeland's singing career by offering her a chance to 

go on tour with him. 

19. Copeland has been involved in the ABT's Project Plie, hoping to give 

chances to people from various racial backgrounds. 

20. Copeland's promotion to be the ABT's first African-American female 

principal dancer is a big step in the history of classical ballet. 
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(m J ~O)(a)~(h)O):e-)(O) ( 

i'}~~CA it eto 

(a) Don't forget to be (1. thank you 2. appreciate 3. grateful 

4. welcome) for having your friends by your side. 

(b) I'm worried about him because he's been working without a day ( 1. rest 

2. break 3. holiday 4. off) for a long time. 

(c) Almost all countries have laws (1. forbidding 2. which forbids 

3. to have forbid 4. forbidden) the sale of alcoholic drinks to children. 

(d) According to scientists, sighing is a human activity that keeps us 

( 1. health 2. healthy 3. healthily 4. being health) . 

(e) You need to (1. hand 2. leg 3. face 4. head) the problem. 

Don't run away or ignore it. 

(f) It was the most beautiful moment (1. what 2. that 3. when 

4. why) I had ever dreamed of. 

(g) I didn't expect you would come to see me! (1. Why 2. When 

3. How 4. What) has brought you here? 

(h) Guests to the party should be reminded (1. of 2. for 3. how 

4. if) the dress code. 
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eNJ ~O)(a)~(m=:B~~T, r*~ff~O)JE~jQ!JU±:ll~)§clPJt>to)~ 1 ~ 4 O)r:pjQ)G

J~rJ, .:.cO)*i'j-~~cA it eto 

(a) rec~pt 

1. inventor 2. threaten 3. wealthy 4. relief -

(b) resP2nse 

1. motion 2. flow 3. monitor 4. throat - -

(c) front -
1. uncomf orta hIe 2. 12nely 3. salt 4. revolve - -

(d) tr~ly 

1. s~mmary 2. fluid 3. I~xury 4. unit -

(e) pr~vious 

1. extension 2. pr~cious 3. theme 4. int~lligent -

(f) spare 

1. sph~ 2. swear 3. p~le 4. p~lm 
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[V J ~O) B *)(O);i:P~~{i;zG J: -5 I:~)(o) ( a ) - ( f ) O)~trjJ~ 1 - 7 0) 

~ (1ij) -C!!l!60. -t:-0)*~~~2A it J:o td:;B. ~vtd: v~~a (1ij) n!;fHp~ I: --:::)'9-::) c!6 

Go 

A. 19U:~D ~rPJ~tL:t. c!6td:tc.i,MltJ'J: -5 I:1[fO)Jmll~?3t;ZG:: Ctd:-C~td:v~ 

-CGJ:-5o 

(a b) ( c ) will not change his behavior ( d ) 

( e ) ( f ). 

l. your anger 

5. at him 

2. you want 

6. the way 

3. directing 

7. in 

4. if 

B. ~:9Jd: El5tO)~n!-t:- lutd: I:1f- < ~:£Jl!9 G C td:}~t v ~:t G td:n) J tc.o 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) to her ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) come true 

so soon. 

l. had 

5. that 

The number 

( e ) ( f ). 

l. who 

5. of 

2. expected 

6. it 

3. never occurred 4. her dreams 

7. would 

a ) ( b ) ( c ) the profession is ( d ) 

2. predicted 

6. people 

3. decline 

7. to 

4. choosing 

D. A'r:;.:L - )\;13'-] I: PJfmtd:~H D. ~td:~~H:~~~'IJ:f:~~!H1<:f:~"ilnlli G 

tc.o 

He took her ( a ) ( b ) a theater or a baseball stadium ( c ) 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ). 

l. out 

5. many times 

2. schedules 

6. allowed 

7 

3. their 

7. to 

4. as often as 
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